Sociological knowledge has a strong empirical core, meaning that sociologists’ statements from research are based on data or evidence. Sociologists employ a variety of research methods that may follow the scientific method to evaluate formal hypotheses, or be more humanistic and focus on ways people themselves understand and describe their social worlds. Sociological research follows established ethical guidelines that protect participants and ensure integrity in research.

Sociological research methods fall into broad categories of quantitative and qualitative approaches, but studies frequently use “mixed methods” incorporating both. Quantitative methods include measurement by sample surveys, statistical modeling, social networks, and demography. Qualitative methods include interviews, focus groups, observation, and textual analysis.
Study Shows How a Community’s Culture and Social Connectedness Can Increase Suicide Risk

Community characteristics play a major role in perpetuating teen suicide clusters and thwarting prevention efforts, according to a new...
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Up until now, it has not been easy to study empirically the process of scientific knowledge production because we rarely have access to a.
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Where the Rubber Meets the Road: Probability and Nonprobability Moments in Experiment, Interview, Archival, Administrative, and Ethnographic Data Collection

Beyond Text: Using Arrays to Represent and Analyze Ethnographic Data

See more Research on Research Methods

TEACHING RESOURCES
Select Resources in Research Methods

- Digital Ethnography of Facebook
- Observation Assignment: SOC 497: Senior Research Seminar
- SOCI 250: Social Statistics
- SOCIOLOGY 304: Introduction to Research Analysis
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2016 Guide to Graduate Departments of Sociology

A best seller for many years, this invaluable reference has been published by the ASA since 1965 and provides comprehensive information for academic administrators, advisers, faculty, students, and a host of others seeking information on social science departments in the U.S., Canada, and abroad.
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